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Down has a very high insulation capacity and a low weight. This is why 

down is an ideal filling material for sleeping bags and jackets.

However, down only provides insulation as long as it is dry. If humidity 

increases, the fine structure of down collapses. For this reason the insula-

ting effect of down is considerably reduced in a damp environment.

Wool has very good insulation properties and absorbs moisture without 

loosing its insulation capacity. This is the big advantage of wool over 

down. Furthermore, wool is very temperature-balancing and has an an-

tibacterial effect. Its disadvantage compared to down is that its weight is 

slightly higher.

In DownWool* we have combined both materials in a perfect ratio. 

To ensure a permanent combination of down and wool, we have de-

veloped a complex technical procedure.

The big advantage of DownWool* is that, compared to pure down, it is not 

as sensitive to humidity and therefore provides better insulation if there is 

high humidity. Compared to pure wool fillings, DownWool* has the advan-

tage that it is considerably lighter.

With the unique material mix of DownWool* we achieve best insulation 

values and a perfect dry climate with a low weight.

*DownWool is a product of Grüezi-Bag

OVERVIEW:

• DownWool* is less sensitive to humidity

• DownWool* is naturally climate-regulating

• DownWool* is lightweight and provides excellent insulation

DOWNWOOL* IS AN INNOVATIVE HIGH-END FILLING COMPOSED  
OF 70% DOWN AND 30% SPECIALLY TREATED WOOL.



Sleeping bag details

Outside Pocket

Zipper baffle

Zipper with compass

Anti-snag tape

Pillow pocket

Auto-stop zipper

Neck baffle

Improved feet 
ventilation

Inner pocket

Pre-shaped 
feet area

Combinable

Adjustable hoodEasy to get into due to the  
new zipper shape

Anti-snag tape

Prevents snagging while 

moving the zipper

Adjustable hood

Adjust the hood  

to your head

Zipper baffle

Prevents loss of warmth 

through the zipper

Pillow pocket

Put a jacket inside and 

youhave a fixed pillow

Pre-shaped foot 
section

Comfortable feet area

Grows with your child

Adjustable lenght for 

growing kids.

Zipper with compass

Funny gimmick for  

finding out of bed

Easy to get into

Wide opening for easy 

getting into

Combinable

You can combine two 

sleeping bags (a model with 

zipper left and a model with 

zipper right) to a big one

Easy stuff sack with 
compression belts

Compressable for  

minimum packing

Useful inner pocket

Big inner pocket for 

your valuables

Useful outside pocket

Quick access to  

important items

Auto-stop zipper

Zipper doesn‘t  

open itself

Comfortable ventilation

Ventilation on the upper 

side: better air flow and 

no dirty feet

Wool filling

Natural air-condition by 

wool, filling is insensitive 

to moisture.



Biopod DownWool Ice 175 
High-quality sleeping bag with innovative 
DownWool* filling for cold winter nights.

The Biopod DownWool Ice is a new product of Biopod 
series. For the first time, we use DownWool* as insu-
lation material. The DownWool Ice is designed for cold 
winter nights.

With DownWool* we achieve best insulation values 
combined with perfect sleeping comfort. Due to the 
high insulation values of DownWool*, we need less fil-
ling material. This is why the DownWool Ice is extremely 
light and has a small pack volume.

How DownWool* works 
 
DownWool* is an innovative high-end filling composed of 70% down and 
30% wool. Down has a very high insulation capacity and a low weight. 
However, down only provides insulation as long as it is dry. With increa-
sing humidity, the insulating effect of down is significantly reduced. The 
characteristic of wool is that it provides insulation and absorbs moisture. 
In this way, the down will stay dry and thus keeps its very high insulation 
capacity.

With the unique mix of DownWool* we achieve optimal insulation and a 
perfect dry sleeping climate with a low weight.

The sleeping climate is decisive for sleep quality. The deeper and more 
relaxed your sleep, the more rested you will be the next morning.

Thanks to the extraordinary position of the two-way zipper on the Down-
Wool Ice, you can place your feet on the outside of the sleeping bag in 
warm nights, which is very hygienic. If you put, e. g., a fleece jacket into 
the pillow pocket, the DownWool Ice provides a pillow which does not 
shift. Ideal conditions for restful sleep.

*DownWool is a product of Grüezi-Bag

Features: Two-way zipper with broad cover – adjusta-
ble hood with warming collar – pillow pocket – inside 
pocket for valuables  –  new foot ventilation 

Range of use: The ideal companion for cold winter 
nights in the tent.

Care instructions: The Biopod DownWool Ice can be 
washed in the washing machine on the wool cycle.

 • Outer Material: Breathable and water-repellent  
 ultra-light 20 denier 380T nylon  (100% polyamide)  

 • Inner Material: breathable nylon, pleasant  
 to the skin

 • Filling: 600g DownWool*  
 (70% down and 30% wool) 

 • Size M: 200 x 77 x 50 cm  
 (for body heights 150 – 175 cm)   

 • Weight:  approx.1.250g = sleeping bag 1.150g  
 + stuff sack approx. 100g 

 • Pack size: Ø 20 x 35 cm,  
 compressed Ø 21 x 23 cm 

 • Pack volume: 11 litres, compressed 8 litres 

 • Material: 100% polyamide, Filling: 70% down / 30%  
 wool - contains non-textile parts of animal   
 origin

 • Temperature EN 23537:  
 TKomfort: -1°C / TLimit: -8°C / TExtrem: -26°C  
 TKomfort: 30,2°F / TLimit: 17,6°F / TExtrem: -14,8°F

Model number: 5550

Biopod DownWool Subzero/Ice: 
winner of - Outdoor INDUSTRY AWARD 2017



Biopod DownWool Ice 185
High-quality sleeping bag with innovative 
DownWool* filling for cold winter nights.

The Biopod DownWool Ice is a new product of Biopod 
series. For the first time, we use DownWool* as insu-
lation material. The DownWool Ice is designed for cold 
winter nights.

With DownWool* we achieve best insulation values 
combined with perfect sleeping comfort. Due to the 
high insulation values of DownWool*, we need less fil-
ling material. This is why the DownWool Ice is extremely 
light and has a small pack volume.

How DownWool* works 
 
DownWool* is an innovative high-end filling composed of 70% down and 
30% wool. Down has a very high insulation capacity and a low weight. 
However, down only provides insulation as long as it is dry. With increa-
sing humidity, the insulating effect of down is significantly reduced. The 
characteristic of wool is that it provides insulation and absorbs moisture. 
In this way, the down will stay dry and thus keeps its very high insulation 
capacity.

With the unique mix of DownWool* we achieve optimal insulation and a 
perfect dry sleeping climate with a low weight.

The sleeping climate is decisive for sleep quality. The deeper and more 
relaxed your sleep, the more rested you will be the next morning.

Thanks to the extraordinary position of the two-way zipper on the Down-
Wool Ice, you can place your feet on the outside of the sleeping bag in 
warm nights, which is very hygienic. If you put, e. g., a fleece jacket into 
the pillow pocket, the DownWool Ice provides a pillow which does not 
shift. Ideal conditions for restful sleep.

*DownWool is a product of Grüezi-Bag

Features: Two-way zipper with broad cover – adjusta-
ble hood with warming collar – pillow pocket – inside 
pocket for valuables –  new foot ventilation 

Range of use: The ideal companion for cold winter 
nights in the tent.

Care instructions: The Biopod DownWool Ice can be 
washed in the washing machine on the wool cycle.

 • Outer Material: Breathable and water-repellent  
 ultra-light 20 denier 380T nylon  (100% polyamide)  

 • Inner Material: breathable nylon, pleasant  
 to the skin

 • Filling: 750g DownWool*  
 (70% down and 30% wool)

 • Size: 215 x 80 x 50 cm  
 (for body heights 160 – 185 cm)  

 • Weight:  approx.1.500g = sleeping bag 1.400g  
 + stuff sack approx. 100g 

 • Pack size: Ø 22 x 38 cm,  
 compressed Ø 23 x 25 cm 

 • Pack volume: 14 litres, compressed 10 litres 

 • Material: 100% polyamide, Filling: 70% down / 30%  
 wool - contains non-textile parts of animal origin

 • Temperature EN 23537:  
 TKomfort: -1°C / TLimit: -8°C / TExtrem: -26°C    
    TKomfort: 30,2°F / TLimit: 17,6°F / TExtrem: -14,8°F

Model number: 5551

Biopod DownWool Subzero/Ice: 
winner of - Outdoor INDUSTRY AWARD 2017



Biopod DownWool  
Subzero 175 
High-quality sleeping bag with innovative 
DownWool* filling for colder climes. 

The Biopod DownWool Subzero is a new product of 
the Biopod series. For the first time, we use Down-
Wool* as insulation material. The DownWool Subzero 
is designed for chilly spring and autumn nights with 
ground frost.

With DownWool* we achieve best insulation values, 
combined with perfect sleeping comfort. Due to the 
high insulation values of DownWool*, we need less 
filling material. This is why the DownWool Subzero is 
extremely light and has a small pack volume.

How DownWool* works 
 
DownWool* is an innovative high-end filling composed of 70% down and 
30% wool. Down has a very high insulation capacity and a low weight. 
However, down only provides insulation as long as it is dry. With increa-
sing humidity, the insulating effect of down is significantly reduced. The 
characteristic of wool is that it provides insulation and absorbs moisture. 
In this way, the down will stay dry and thus keeps its very high insulation 
capacity.

With the unique mix of DownWool* we achieve optimal insulation and a 
perfect dry sleeping climate with a low weight.

The sleeping climate is decisive for sleep quality. The deeper and more 
relaxed your sleep, the more rested you will be the next morning.

Thanks to the extraordinary position of the two-way zipper on the Down-
Wool Subzero, you can place your feet on the outside of the sleeping bag 
in warm nights, which is very hygienic. If you put, e. g., a fleece jacket into 
the pillow pocket, the DownWool Subzero provides a pillow which does 
not shift. Ideal conditions for restful sleep
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Features: Two-way zipper with broad cover – adjustable 
hood with warming collar – pillow pocket – inside pocket 
for valuables  –  new foot ventilation 

Range of use: The ideal companion for temperatures just 
below zero in the tent or under the open sky.

Care instructions: The Biopod DownWool Subzero can 
easily be washed in the washing machine on the wool 
cycle.

 • Outer material: Breathable and water-repellent  
 ultra-light 20 denier 380T nylon (100% polyamide)  

 • Inner material: Breathable nylon,  
 pleasant to the skin

 • Filling: 345 g DownWool*  
 (70% down and 30% wool)  

 • Size: 200 x 77 x 50 cm  
 (for body heights 150 – 175 cm) 

 • Weight: approx. 950g                                                           
 = sleeping bag 850g + stuff sack approx. 100g

 • Pack size: Ø 18 x 31 cm, compressed Ø 19 x 20 cm 

 • Pack volume: 8 litres, compressed 5,5 litres

 • Material: 100% polyamide, Filling: 70% down / 30% 
  wool - contains non-textile parts of animal origin

 • Temperature EN 23537:  
 TKomfort: 2°C / TLimit: -4°C / TExtrem: -20°C 
++TKomfort: 35,6°F / TLimit: 24,8°F / TExtrem: -4°F

*DownWool is a product of Grüezi-Bag
Model number: 5557

Biopod DownWool Subzero/Ice: 
winner of - Outdoor INDUSTRY AWARD 2017



Biopod DownWool  
Subzero 185 
High-quality sleeping bag with innovative 
DownWool* filling for colder climes. 

The Biopod DownWool Subzero is a new product of 
the Biopod series. For the first time, we use Down-
Wool* as insulation material. The DownWool Subzero 
is designed for chilly spring and autumn nights with 
ground frost.

With DownWool* we achieve best insulation values, 
combined with perfect sleeping comfort. Due to the 
high insulation values of DownWool*, we need less 
filling material. This is why the DownWool Subzero is 
extremely light and has a small pack volume.

How DownWool* works 
 
DownWool* is an innovative high-end filling composed of 70% down and 
30% wool. Down has a very high insulation capacity and a low weight. 
However, down only provides insulation as long as it is dry. With increa-
sing humidity, the insulating effect of down is significantly reduced. The 
characteristic of wool is that it provides insulation and absorbs moisture. 
In this way, the down will stay dry and thus keeps its very high insulation 
capacity.

With the unique mix of DownWool* we achieve optimal insulation and a 
perfect dry sleeping climate with a low weight.

The sleeping climate is decisive for sleep quality. The deeper and more 
relaxed your sleep, the more rested you will be the next morning.

Thanks to the extraordinary position of the two-way zipper on the Down-
Wool Subzero, you can place your feet on the outside of the sleeping bag 
in warm nights, which is very hygienic. If you put, e. g., a fleece jacket into 
the pillow pocket, the DownWool Subzero provides a pillow which does 
not shift. Ideal conditions for restful sleep

Features: Two-way zipper with broad cover – adjustable 
hood with warming collar – pillow pocket – inside pocket 
for valuables  –  new foot ventilation 

Range of use: The ideal companion for temperatures 
just below zero in the tent or under the open sky.

Care instructions: The Biopod DownWool Subzero can 
easily be washed in the washing machine on the wool 
cycle.

 • Outer material: Breathable and water-repellent  
 ultra-light 20 denier 380T nylon (100% polyamide)  

 • Inner material: Breathable nylon,  
 pleasant to the skin

 • Filling: 410g DownWool*  
 (70% down and 30% wool)  

 • Size: 215 x 80 x 50 cm  
 (for body heights 160 – 185 cm)  

 • Weight: approx. 1.100g                                                
 = sleeping bag 1.000g + stuff sack approx. 100g

 • Pack size: Ø 20 x 32 cm, compressed Ø 21 x 23 cm 

 • Pack volume: 10 litres, compressed 8 litres

 • Material: 100% polyamide, Filling: 70% down / 30% 
  wool - contains non-textile parts of animal origin

 • Temperature EN 23537:  
 TKomfort: 2°C / TLimit: -4°C / TExtrem: -20°C                        
++TKomfort: 35,6°F / TLimit: 24,8°F / TExtrem: -4°F

*DownWool is a product of Grüezi-Bag
Model number: 5558

Biopod DownWool Subzero/Ice: 
winner of - Outdoor INDUSTRY AWARD 2017



Until now, there have only been two options for sleeping-bag fillings: down 

or synthetic fibre. Down provides good insulation and has a good climate. 

However, it is very susceptible to moisture and then loses its good insula-

ting properties. Synthetic fibre is less susceptible to moisture, but it does 

not provide such a good climate and such high insulation as natural down.

Now there is a filling which combines the benefits of down and synthetic 

fibre: Almwolle provides excellent insulation also when it gets damp and 

offers a perfect dry climate in the sleeping bag!

The advantages of Almwolle at a glance:

• provides insulation even if it gets damp

• has excellent temperature-balancing – just like an automatic

 climate control

• anti-bacterial and odour-inhibiting

• transfers moisture to the outside

• is made from 100 % renewable raw materials

• easy-care, washable and durable

• flame-resistant

• restorative and quiet sleep

Almwolle is antibacterial and odour-inhibiting

Wool is antibacterial, therefore there is no breeding ground for odour- 

producing bacteria. Wool naturally dissolves the salt crystals in our sweat, 

preventing body odours.

Almwolle transfers moisture

Wool takes up moisture and releases it to the outside air in doses, so 

that there is no evaporation chill. This makes us feel comfortable in the 

sleeping bag and gives us deep and relaxed sleep.

Almwolle is a renewable raw material

Wool is a naturally renewable resource and is 100% bio-degradable. All it 

needs to grow is sun, water, light and grass.

Almwolle provides insulation

Wool has a very fine structure. Under the microscope you can recognize 

many small scales, ramifications and capillary tubes. These microscopi-

cally small elements have the ability to store a large amount of air. As is 

generally known, air is the best insulation there is. The more air a material 

can store, the better insulation it provides against heat and cold.

THE NEW INNOVATIVE GENERATION OF 
SLEEPING-BAG FILLINGS



Sleep Research

The latest scientific results

Consistent with earlier scientific findings, a study undertaken by the Uni-

versity of Sydney, Australia and funded by the Australian Wool Innovation, 

has found that a better night’s sleep is achieved when sleeping in or under 

wool.

1. In the pilot stage of this 3-year study, eight volunteers participated in 

the study and were tested in varying temperatures using both wool and 

non-wool sleepwear and bedding products.

2. Results were derived using polysomnography which is currently the 

standard technique where subjects have brain wave patterns measured 

and analysed.

3. According to this study, wool sleeping apparel and bedding ncreases 

total sleep time and improves sleep efficiency.

Does wool improve sleep quality?

The scientific evidence

Previous studies suggest that sleep quality improves when sleeping on or 

under wool. This appears to be related to wool’s unique temperature and 

moisture management properties, and texture. You can read about these 

studies below.

1. The use of a fleecy wool underlay enabled sleepers to be more ‘settled’ 

and improved their own assessment of sleep quality.

2. Sleepers preferred wool blankets (when compared with cotton/acrylic 

blends) for their temperature regulation properties.

3. Wool sheepskin underlay was shown to be better at diffusing pressure 

points when compared with cotton sheets.

4. The use of wool-on sheepskin as underlay more than halved the inci-

dence of lower back pressure ulcers.

5. The rate of weight gain in underweight newborns was 61% higher when 

sleeping on a wool underlay compared to a cotton sheet.

6. The incidence of allergies to wool are described in the scientific litera-

ture as ‘uncommon’ or ‘rare’ 

no wool wool

sleep efficiency at 22°C 

(sleep/time in bed)



Biopod Hybrid Wool/Down
Nature’s know-how for a comfortable climate and 
restorable sleep! Innovation: Down without any 
chambers or seams.

The Biopod Hybrid Wool/Down is the result of decades 
of experience. What is particularly important for us is 
the climate. Only if you sleep well, you will be fit and 
rested the next morning. Here the natural air-condi-
tioning effect of wool comes into play. In addition to 
providing insulation with wool, we have used infrared 
cameras to find out which parts of the body need more 
insulation. In these areas we have applied the newly de-
veloped solid down. Down often does not stay in one 
part of the sleeping bag, so that thermal bridges can be 
created by shifting. With solid down the down, similar 
to a fleece, is always kept fixed in one place – without 
any chambers or seams! To keep the body warm in 
an optimal way without the risk of heat accumulation, 
solid down was only applied in some parts. In the other 
areas, wool and microfibre are used. On the bottom 
side, where there is the whole weight of the sleeper, the 
microfibre has the function of providing support and 
drying quickly. By applying the materials exactly in the 
places where they are needed, an ideal climate with 
excellent insulation is created.

Of course we have also worked on the cut of the 
sleeping bag. By the new position of the zipper venti-
lation has been substantially improved and getting into 
the sleeping bag made much easier. The pillow pocket 
is another very convenient feature: just put a jacket in 
and you have a pillow.

Biopod Hybrid Wool/Down –  
inspired by nature: The ideal companion for trekking, 
bike trips and hiking!

Features: Usage of down without seams or chambers – 
Two-way zipper with bread cover – pillow pocket – inside 
pocket for valuables  –  new foot ventilation 

Range of use: The ideal companion for temperatures 
around zero in the tent or under the open sky.

Care instruction: The Biopod Hybrid Wool/Down can ea-
sily be washed in the washing machine on the wool cycle.

 • Outer material: Breathable and water-repellent  
 ultra-light 40 denier nylon mini rip stop

 • Inner material: Breathable 20D 380T nylon, 
 pleasant to the skin

 • Filling: 1st layer: 85% pure new wool, corn 
 starch 15% Ingeo™ (PLA) 60g / m²   
 2nd layer: synth down 100% polyester 100g / m² 
 3rd layer: partially: white duck down 90/10%,750 cuin

 • Size: 215 x 78 x 50 cm  
 (for body heights 160 cm - 185 cm)

 • Weight: Approx. 1.300g                                                         
 = sleeping bag 1.200g + stuff sack approx. 100g

 • Pack size:  Ø 20 x 35 cm, compr. size Ø 22 x 24 cm

 • Pack volume: 11 litres, compressed volume 9 litres

 • Material: 100% polyamide, Filling: 1st layer: 85% wool  
 /15% polylactide, 2nd layer: 100% polyester, 3rd layer: 
 100% down - contains non-textile parts of animal origin

 • Temperature EN 13537:                                               
 TKomfort: 2°C / TLimit: -3°C / TExtrem: -20°C 
++TKomfort: 35,6°F / TLimit: 26,6°F / TExtrem: -4°F

Model number: 9586

Biopod Hybrid Wool/Down: 
winner of - Editors Choice Winner 2017 & 

European Product Design Award 2017



Biopod Wool Zero
Nature’s know-how for a comfortable climate and 
restorable sleep! 

High-quality light-weight sleeping bag with wool 
filling for an optimal sleeping climate in hot summer 
nights and in chilly spring and fall nights.

The Biopod Wool Zero combines all benefits. Excellent 
climate, good insulation, insensitive to moisture, and 
it is super light and has a small pack size. Due to its 
breathable wool filling the Biopod Wool Zero can store 
an enormous amount of air, which has a cooling effect 
in hot temperatures and a warming effect in cool tem-
peratures. An additional layer of synth down transfers 
moisture to the wool, so that you always feel dry in the 
sleeping bag. The new high-quality filling provides simi-
lar insulation as down, but it is not as sensitive to mois-
ture and provides insulation even if it is damp. In addi-
tion, wool has the advantage of having an antibacterial 
effect, of being very elastic and durable and of keeping 
its shape. Plenty of features have been added: due to 
the new position of the zipper, you can easily stick your 
feet out of the sleeping bag at the bottom, and when 
it gets cold, you have a closed foot box. There also is 
a new pillow pocket. You just put a fleece jacket into it 
and you have a comfortable pillow.

Features: Two-way zipper with broad cover – adjustable 
hood – pillow pocket – inside pocket for valuables.

Range of use: The ideal companion for summer, spring 
and autumn. Whether in the tent, the Alpine lodge or in the 
camper.

Care instruction: The Biopod Wool Zero can easily be 
washed in the washing machine on the wool cycle.

 • Outer material: Breathable and water-repellent  
 ultra-light 40 denier nylon Mini Ripstop  
 (100% polyamide)

 • Inner material: Breathable and skin friendly  
 ultra-light 20 denier 380 T nylon (100% polyamide)

 • Filling: 1st layer: 85% pure new wool (VW),  
 corn starch 15% Ingeo™ (PLA)* 60g / m²  
 2nd layer: synth down 100% polyester 100g / m²

 • Size: 215 x 78 x 50 cm  
 (for body heights 160 – 185 cm)

 • Weight: approx. 1.050g =  sleeping bag 950g  
 + stuff sack approx. 100g

 • Pack size: Ø 18 cm x 30 cm, 
 compressed size Ø 19 cm x 23 cm

 • Pack volume: 7,5 litres, compressed 6,5 litres

 • Material: 100% polyamide, Filling:  
 1st layer: 85% wool / 15% polylactide,  
 2nd layer: 100% polyester

 • Temperature EN 13537:  
 TKomfort: 7°C / TLimit: 2°C / TExtrem: -12°C  
 TKomfort: 44,6°F / TLimit: 35,6°F / TExtrem: 10,4°F

Model numbers: tango red 9595, night blue 9596

Biopod Wool Zero winner of:  
Outdoor INDUSTRY AWARD 2015  /  

Editors Choice Winner 2016 /  
German Design Award 2017



Biopod Wool Zero winner of: 
Outdoor INDUSTRY AWARD 2015  /  

Editors Choice Winner 2016 /  
German Design Award 2017

Biopod Wool Zero XL
Nature’s know-how for a comfortable climate and 
restorable sleep! 

High-quality light-weight sleeping bag with wool 
filling for an optimal sleeping climate in hot summer 
nights and in chilly spring and fall nights.

The Biopod Wool Zero XL combines all benefits. Excel-
lent climate, good insulation, insensitive to moisture, 
and it is super light and has a small pack size. Due to 
its breathable wool filling the Biopod Wool Zero XL can 
store an enormous amount of air, which has a cooling 
effect in hot temperatures and a warming effect in cool 
temperatures. An additional layer of synth down trans-
fers moisture to the wool, so that you always feel dry in 
the sleeping bag. The new high-quality filling provides 
similar insulation as down, but it is not as sensitive to 
moisture and provides insulation even if it is damp. In 
addition, wool has the advantage of having an antiba-
cterial effect, of being very elastic and durable and of 
keeping its shape. Plenty of features have been added: 
due to the new position of the zipper, you can easily 
stick your feet out of the sleeping bag at the bottom, 
and when it gets cold, you have a closed foot box. 
There also is a new pillow pocket. You just put a fleece 
jacket into it and you have a comfortable pillow.

Features: Two-way zipper with broad cover – adjustab-
le hood – pillow pocket – inside pocket for valuables.

Range of use: The ideal companion for summer, spring 
and autumn. Whether in the tent, the Alpine lodge or in 
the camper.

Care instruction: The Biopod Wool Zero XL can easily 
be washed in the washing machine on the wool cycle.

 • Outer material: Breathable and water-repellent  
 ultra-light 40 denier nylon Mini Ripstop  
 (100% polyamide)

 • Inner material: Breathable and skin friendly  
 ultra-light 20 denier 380 T nylon (100% polyamide)

 • Filling: 1st layer 85% pure new wool (VW),  
 corn starch 15% Ingeo™ (PLA)* 60g / m²,  
 2nd layer synth down 100% polyester 100g / m²

 • Size: 230 x 85 x 60 cm  
 (for body heights 180 – 203 cm)

 • Weight: approx. 1.300g =  sleeping bag 1.200g  
 + stuff sack approx. 100g

 • Pack size: Ø 18 x 33 cm, compr. Ø 19 x 26 cm

 • Pack volume: 8,5 litres, compressed 7,5 litres

 • Material: 100% polyamide, Filling:  
 1st layer: 85% wool / 15% polylactide,  
 2nd layer: 100% polyester

 • Temperature EN 13537:  
 TKomfort: 7°C / TLimit: 2°C / TExtrem: -12°C  
 TKomfort: 44,6°F / TLimit:35,6°F / TExtrem: 10,4°F

Model number: tango red 9599



Biopod Wool Plus
Nature’s know-how for a comfortable climate  
and restorable sleep!

High-quality light-weight sleeping bag with wool 
filling for an optimal sleeping climate in hot summer 
nights and in warm spring and fall nights.

The Biopod Wool Plus combines the benefits of down 
and synthetic fibre. Excellent climate, good insulation, 
insensitive to moisture – and it is super light and has 
a small pack size. Due to its breathable wool filling 
the Biopod Wool Plus can store an enormous amount 
of air, which has a cooling effect in hot temperatures 
and a warming effect in cool temperatures. The new 
high-quality filling provides similar insulation to down, 
but it is not as sensitive to moisture and provides insu-
lation even if it is damp. In addition, wool has the ad-
vantage of having an antibacterial effect, of being very 
elastic and durable and of keeping its shape. Plenty 
of features have been added: due to the new position 
of the zipper, you can easily stick your feet out of the 
sleeping bag at the bottom, and when it gets cold, you 
have a closed foot box. There also is a new pillow po-
cket. You just put a fleece jacket into it and you have a 
comfortable pillow. 

Features: Two-way zipper – adjustable hood – pillow 
pocket – inside pocket for valuables  –  new foot ven-
tilation 

Range of use: The ideal companion for summer. 
Whether in the tent, the Alpine lodge or in the camper.

Care instruction: The Biopod Wool Plus can easily be 
washed in the washing machine on the wool cycle.

 • Outer material: Breathable and water-repellent 
 ultra-light 40 denier nylon mini rip stop  
 (100% polyamide)

 • Inner material: Breathable and skin friendly  
 light 50D 320 T (100% polyester)

 • Filling: 85% pure new wool (VW),  
 corn starch 15% Ingeo™ (PLA)

 • Density of filling: 60g / m²

 • Size: 215 x 78 x 50 cm  
 (for body heights 160 – 185 cm)

 • Weight: approx. 790g                                                 
 = sleeping bag 690g + stuff sack approx. 100g

 • Pack size: Ø 16 x 25 cm, compr. Ø 17 x 17 cm

 • Pack volume: 5 litres, compressed 3,8 litres

 • Material: Outside 100% polyamide, Inside 100%   
 polyester, Filling: 85% wool / 15% polylactide

 • Temperature EN 13537:  
 TKomfort: 14°C / TLimit: 10°C / TExtrem: 0°C      
 TKomfort: 57,2°F / TLimit: 50°F / TExtrem: 32°F

Model number: 9590



Biopod Wool Goas Comfort
A chameleon with wool for natural air conditioning. For 
comfort campers: warm blanket and sleeping bag in 
one! 

Thanks to its rectangular form, this lightweight 
sleeping bag can also used as a blanket. Its high 
quality 2-layer filling does not only provide very good 
insulation, the wool in it also functions like a natural 
air-conditioning system. 

Due to its breathable wool filling, the Biopod Wool Goas 
Comfort can store an enormous amount of air and 
provides humidity control: it has a cooling effect when 
it is warm and a warming effect when temperatures are 
cooler. Another layer of synth down transfers humidity 
to the wool, so that there always is a dry feeling inside 
the sleeping bag. 

The highly breathable outer material of the Biopod Wool 
Goas Comfort is water-repellent, dries very fast and 
does not rustle. On the inside, there is highly breathable 
micro fibre which is soft and agreeable to the skin. A 
retaining strap prevents any pinching when opening or 
closing the zipper. In addition, the zipper can be ope-
ned at the bottom, which improves air circulation. Use-
ful detail: the zipper tag is a compass! Pillow pocket: 
just put a fleece jacket in and you have a pillow which 
does not shift.

Features: Two-way zipper with broad cover –  
adjustable hood – pillow pocket – inside pocket  
for valuables.

Range of use: The ideal companion for summer, spring 
and autumn. Whether in the tent, the Alpine lodge or in 
the camper.

Care instruction: The Biopod Wool Goas Comfort can 
easily be washed in the washing machine on the wool 
cycle.

 • Outer material: Breathable, rustle-free,  
 waterrepellent 40D/290T nylon mini rip stop  
 (100% polyamide)  

 • Inner material: Soft, highly breathable  
 50D/320T (100% polyester)  

 • Filling: 1st layer 85% pure new wool (VW),  
 corn starch 15% Ingeo™ (PLA)* 60g / m²,  
 2nd layer synth down 100% polyester 100g / m²  

 • Size: 225 x 80 cm (for body heights 160 – 191 cm)

 • Weight: approx. 1.400g                                             
 = sleeping bag approx. 1.300g + stuff sack 100g

 • Stuff sack: New Easypacksack (big stuff sack for  
 easy packing which can be reduced to a small pack 
 size for transport) 

 • Pack size: Ø 19 x 34 cm, compr. Ø 21 x 22 cm 

 • Pack volume: 9,5 litres, compressed 7,5 litres

 • Material: Outside: 100% polyamide, Inside: 100%  
 polyester, Filling: 1st layer: 85% wool / 
 15% polylactide, 2nd layer: 100% polyester

 • Temperature EN 13537:  
 TKomfort: 8°C / TLimit: 4°C / TExtrem: -10°C     
 TKomfort: 46,6°F / TLimit: 39,2°F / TExtrem: 14°F

Model numbers: 
Zipper left: 9587, Zipper right: 9588

(Can be attached to another sleeping bag)



Biopod Wool Murmeltier 
Comfort XXL
High-quality lightweight sleeping bag, extra wide 
in the form of a blanket, with Alpine wool filling for 
spring, summer or autumn.

The Biopod Wool Murmeltier Comfort XXL is our com-
fort miracle of the Biopod series and has a wider cut 
compared to the Goas. Thanks to its Alpine wool filling, 
it has an excellent climate and very good insulation 
values due to the second layer of Synthdown. Alpine 
wool provides warmth and absorbs moisture, which 
creates an excellent sleeping climate. The sleeping cli-
mate is decisive for sleep quality. The deeper and more 
relaxed your sleep, the more rested you will be the next 
morning.

The Murmeltier Comfort XXL is lightweight and has a 
small pack size. The Murmeltier Comfort XXL can be 
used as a sleeping bag or as a blanket. If you put, e.g., 
a fleece jacket into the pillow pocket, the Murmeltier 
Comfort XXL provides a pillow which does not shift. 
Ideal conditions for restful sleep.

Features: Two-way zipper with broad cover – adjustab-
le hood – pillow pocket – inside pocket for valuables.

Range of use: The ideal companion in spring, summer 
and autumn. Whether in the tent, the alpine lodge or in 
the camper.

Care instruction: The Biopod Wool Murmeltier Com-
fort XXL can easily be washed in the washing machine 
on the wool cycle.

 • Outer material: Breathable, rustle-free,  
 water-repellent  40D/290T nylon mini rip stop  
 (100% polyamide)  

 • Inner material: weiches, hoch atmungsaktives   
 50D/320T  (100% polyester) 

 • Filling:  2-layer construction:  
 1st layer Alpine wool, 85% new wool,  
 corn starch 15% (PLA) Ingeo™ Density: 60g / m²  
 - 2nd layer synth down 100% polyester 100g / m²

 • Size: 225 x 95 cm  
 (for body heights 160 – 191 cm)

 • Weight: approx. 1.775g = sleeping bag 
 approx. 1.675g + stuff sack approx. 100g

 • Stuff sack: New Easypacksack (big stuff sack for  
 easy packing, which can be reduced to a small 
 pack size for transport) 

 • Pack size: approx. Ø 21 x 35 cm, 
 compressed size Ø 22 x 27 cm

 • Pack volume: 12 litres,  
 compressed volume 10 litres

 • Material: Outside: 100% polyamide, Inside:   
 100% polyester, Filling: 1st layer: 85% wool / 
 15% polylactide, 2nd layer: 100% polyester

 • Temperature EN 13537:  
 TKomfort: 8°C / TLimit: 4°C / TExtrem: -10°C     
 TKomfort: 46,6°F / TLimit: 39,2°F / TExtrem: 14°F

Model numbers: 
zipper left: 9584  

zipper right: 9585





WellhealthBlanket Wool
Relax and feel good.

The body needs a lot of energy to regulate its tempera-
ture. Wool balances the climate und thus performs part 
of the temperature regulation. The free energy can be 
used for recreation by the body.

At home on your couch or outside in the tent in sum-
mer: just snuggle up in the blanket and feel comfor-
table. It is useful for almost everybody. It is the ideal 
companion for travelling; if the hotel does not come up 
to your expectations, you will still sleep well in the Well-
healthBlanket Wool. When doing a short trip to see fri-
ends, who wants to take all the bedding? Here, too, the 
lightweight and small-packing WellhealthBlanket Wool 
will do. It also is the ideal equipment in the caravan or 
the mountain lodge.

WellhealthBlanket Wool: an all-round blanket which 
everyone can use in many ways and which helps you to 
relax and sleep better. 

 • For relaxing on the couch in the evening

 • For having breakfast on the balcony 

 • For camping in summer

 • To stay at a friend’s home overnight  

 • In the hotel 

 • In the caravan

 • In heated mountain lodges

Care instruction: The WellhealthBlanket Wool can 
easily be washed in the washing machine on the wool 
cycle.  

 • Filling: 85% pure new wool, corn starch  
 15% Ingeo™ (PLA)

 • Outer- / inner material: Multi-sueded cosy and  
 soft micro fibre 

 • Size: 200 x 150 cm 
 (for body heights 160 – 200 cm) 

 • Weight: Approx. 900g

 • Stuff sack: Ø approx. 14 x 29 cm

 • Material: 100% polyester, Filling:  
 85% wool / 15% polylactide 

Very soft and cosy light-weight blanket  
(150 x 200 cm); can be transformed into a  
sleeping bag.

Model number: 8756



Inside with rose print

WellhealthBlanket Wool 
Deluxe
Relax and feel good.

The body needs a lot of energy to regulate its tempera-
ture. Wool balances the climate und thus performs part 
of the temperature regulation. The free energy can be 
used for recreation by the body.

At home on your couch or outside in the tent in sum-
mer: just snuggle up in the blanket and feel comfor-
table. It is useful for almost everybody. It is the ideal 
companion for travelling; if the hotel does not come up 
to your expectations, you will still sleep well in the Well-
healthBlanket Wool Deluxe. When doing a short trip to 
see friends, who wants to take all the bedding? Here, 
too, the lightweight and small-packing WellhealthBlan-
ket Wool Deluxe will do. It also is the ideal equipment in 
the caravan or the mountain lodge.

The WellhealthBlanket Wool Deluxe has an additional 
layer of Synthdown for a higher isolation

WellhealthBlanket Wool Deluxe: an all-round blanket 
which everyone can use in many ways and which helps 
you to relax and sleep better. 

 • For relaxing on the couch in the evening

 • For having breakfast on the balcony 

 • For camping in summer

 • To stay at a friend’s home overnight  

 • In the hotel 

 • In the caravan

 • In heated mountain lodges

Care instruction: The WellhealthBlanket Wool Deluxe 
can easily be washed in the washing machine on the 
wool cycle.  

 • Filling: 1st layer: 85% pure new wool (VW),  
 corn starch 15% Ingeo™ (PLA)*, 2nd layer:  
 synthdown 100% polyester

 • Outer- / inner material: Multi-sueded cosy and  
 soft micro fibre 

 • Size: 200 x 150 cm 
 (for body heights 160 – 200 cm) 

 • Weight: Approx. 1.600g

 • Material: 100% polyester, Filling: 1st layer:  
 85% wool / 15% polylactide,  
 2nd layer: 100% polyester

 • rolled with belt: Ø approx. 21 x 37 cm

Very soft and cosy light-weight blanket  
(150 x 200 cm); can be transformed into a  
sleeping bag.

Model number: 8755



Biopod Wool Kids Määäh 
Children, too, need good climate and good sleep.  

High-quality outdoor children’s sleeping bag which 
grows with your child and keeps your little ones nice 
and warm thanks to the warm 2-layer construction. 
The rustle-free highly breathable outer material 
guarantees undisturbed sleep.   

The Biopod Wool Kids Määäh consists of a breathable 
ARL Air-Fiber-3D fibre which can store an enormous 
amount of air and a second layer of wool which creates 
an ideal sleeping climate. Wool functions like a natural 
air-conditioning system. As children get cold easily 
when sleeping, the additional second layer provides 
extra warmth. The soft inner material makes the Biopod 
Wool Kids Määäh particularly cosy. The sleeping bag 
can be washed easily in the washing machine on the 
wool cycle.

The Biopod Wool Kids Määäh is a clever alternative – it 
grows with your child, is warm, soft and cosy and has 
an excellent climate, and with its funny design even little 
campers like to go to bed!  

Biopod Wool Kids Määäh – the ideal companion for 
children for tenting, camping or at home!

 • Outer material: Breathable, water-repellent soft  
 polyester 40D 300T (100% polyester)

 • Inner material:Soft feel-silk micro fibre  
 (100% polyester)

 • Filling: 1st layer: 85% pure new wool,  
 corn starch 15% Ingeo™ (PLA) 60g / m²,  
 2nd layer: ARL Air-Fiber-3D hollow fibre

 • Body heights: 100 – 155 cm (adjustable) 

 • Size: 140 – 180 x 65 x 45 cm

 • Stuff sack: New Easypacksack (big stuff sack for 
 easy packing which can be reduced to a small pack 
 size for transport)  

 • Pack size: Ø 18 x 31 cm,  
 compressed size Ø 21 x 22 cm

 • Pack volume: 8 litres, compressed volume 6 litres 

 • Weight: Approx. 1.000g

 • Material: 100% polyester, Filling: 1st layer:  
 85% wool / 15% polylactide, 2nd layer:  
 100% polyester

 • Temperature EN 13537: According to the EN 13537  
 standard, exact temperature ratings for children’s  
 sleeping bags are not valid. 

Model number: 6505 Grows with your child!



Synpod Island 175
High-quality lightweight sleeping bag with 
Synthdown filling for spring, summer and autumn.

The Synpod Island is our allrounder of the Synpod 
series. An ultra-light mummy sleeping bag with a 
high-quality fluffy filling which provides good insulation 
and has a low weight. The rustle-free, highly breatha-
ble outer material and the inner lining are particularly 
agreeable to the skin. The high-cut hood can be closed 
tightly so that the head, too, is always protected well 
against the cold. 

The Synpod Island is lightweight and has a small pack 
size. Thanks to the extraordinary position of the two-
way zipper on the Synpod Island, you can place your 
feet on the outside of the sleeping bag in warm nights, 
which is very hygienic. If you put, e. g., a fleece jacket 
into the pillow pocket, the Synpod Island provides a 
pillow which does not shift. Ideal conditions for restful 
sleep.

 

 
 
 
 
 

Features: Two-way zipper with broad cover – adjusta-
ble hood – pillow pocket – inside pocket for valuables  
–  new foot ventilation 

Range of use: The ideal companion for summer, spring 
and autumn. Whether in the tent, the Alpine lodge or in 
the camper.

Care instructions: The Synpod Island can easily be 
washed in the washing machine on the wool cycle.

 • Outer material: Breathable and water-repellent  
 ultra-light 20 denier 380T nylon  (100% polyamide)  

 • Inner material: Breathable nylon,  
 pleasant to the skin

 • Filling: Synthdown: Upper side: 170g / m²,  
 Lower side: 150g / m² (100% polyester) 

 • Size: 200 x 77 x 50 cm  
 (for body heights 150 – 175 cm)

 • Weight: approx. 950g     
 = sleeping bag 850g + stuff sack approx. 100g

 • Pack size: Ø 17 x 32 cm,  
 compressed Ø 18 x 20 cm

 • Pack volume: 7 litres, compressed 5 litres

 • Material: 100% polyamide, filling: 100% polyester

 • Temperature EN 23537:  
 TKomfort: 3°C / TLimit: -2°C / TExtrem: -18°C  
 TKomfort: 37,4°F / TLimit: 28,4°F / TExtrem: -0,4°F

Model number: 8455



Synpod Island 185
High-quality lightweight sleeping bag with 
Synthdown filling for spring, summer and autumn.

The Synpod Island is our allrounder of the Synpod 
series. An ultra-light mummy sleeping bag with a 
high-quality fluffy filling which provides good insulation 
and has a low weight. The rustle-free, highly breatha-
ble outer material and the inner lining are particularly 
agreeable to the skin. The high-cut hood can be closed 
tightly so that the head, too, is always protected well 
against the cold. 

The Synpod Island is lightweight and has a small pack 
size. Thanks to the extraordinary position of the two-
way zipper on the Synpod Island, you can place your 
feet on the outside of the sleeping bag in warm nights, 
which is very hygienic. If you put, e. g., a fleece jacket 
into the pillow pocket, the Synpod Island provides a 
pillow which does not shift. Ideal conditions for restful 
sleep.

 

 
 
 
 

 
Features: Two-way zipper with broad cover – adjusta-
ble hood – pillow pocket – inside pocket for valuables  
–  new foot ventilation 

Range of use: The ideal companion for summer, spring 
and autumn. Whether in the tent, the Alpine lodge or in 
the camper.

Care instructions: The Synpod Island can easily be 
washed in the washing machine on the wool cycle.

 • Outer material: Breathable and water-repellent  
 ultra-light 20 denier 380T nylon  (100% polyamide)  

 • Inner material: Breathable nylon,  
 pleasant to the skin

 • Filling: Synthdown: Upper side: 170g / m²,  
 Lower side: 150g / m² (100% polyester) 

 • Size: 215 x 80 x 50 cm  
 (for body heights 160 – 185 cm)

 • Weight: approx. 1.150g     
 = sleeping bag 1.050g + stuff sack approx. 100g

 • Pack size: Ø 17 x 35 cm,  
 compressed Ø 18 x 22 cm

 • Pack volume: 8 litres, compressed 5,5 litres

 • Material: 100% polyamide, filling: 100% polyester

 • Temperature EN 23537:  
 TKomfort: 3°C / TLimit: -2°C / TExtrem: -18°C  
 TKomfort: 37,4°F / TLimit: 28,4°F / TExtrem: -0,4°F

Model number: 8456



Light Serie Cloud 
Mummy Ibex
Lightweight to wrap up in  
– small luggage, high comfort!   

Ultra-light mummy sleeping bag with high-quality fluffy 
filling which provides good insulation at low weight. 
The rustle-free, highly breathable outer material and the 
skin-friendly inner lining are very pleasant on the skin. 
The high-cut hood can be closed tightly so that also 
the head is always protected well against the cold.

Ultra-light, ultra-warm and ultra-cool – in the CLOUD 
MUMMY you can wrap up warm, but its cult motif is 
super cool! Not only is the outward appearance of 
the CLOUD MUMMY captivating, but also its hidden 
talents: the special thing about it is its inside. Due to 
its breathable AIR-fibre-3D, the CLOUD MUMMY can 
absorb an enormous amount of air, which has a coo-
ling effect in hot temperatures and a warming effect in 
cool temperatures. Thanks to a second layer, the outer 
material does not need any coating so that the CLOUD 
MUMMY is rustle-free. 

To avoid loss of temperature, the high-quality YKK zip-
per is protected by a padded cover strip from inside.  
A retaining strap prevents any pinching when opening 
or closing the zipper. In addition, the zipper can be 
opened at the bottom, which improves air circulation. 
Useful detail: the zipper tag is a compass. The extre-
mely soft inner material of the CLOUD MUMMY gua-
rantees a pleasant feeling on the skin. With an elastic 

adjustment system, the hood can be adjusted to the 
head very well. Like all Grüezi+Bag sleeping bags, the 
CLOUD MUMMY can be attached to a second sleeping 
bag if you want.

Features: Two-way zipper with broad cover – adjustab-
le hood – pillow pocket – inside pocket for valuables

Range of use: The ideal companion for biking, trekking 
or camping in spring, summer and autumn. Whether in 
the tent, the Alpine lodge or in the camper.

Care instructions: The Cloud Mumie Steinbock can 
easily be washed in the washing machine on the deli-
cate cycle.

 • Outer material: highly breathable and  
 water-repellent soft polyester (100% polyester) 

 • Inner material: soft, highly breathable feel-silk  
 microfiber polyester (100% polyester)  

 • Filling: ARL AIR-fibre-3D approx. 400g  
 (100% polyester) 

 • Size: 225 x 80 x 50cm (for body heights 160-194cm)

 • Stuff sack: new Easy stuff sack 

 • Weight: approx. 1.050g     
 = Sleeping bag 950g + stuff  sack 100g

 • Pack size: Ø 17 x 30 cm 
 compressed size: Ø 19 x 18 cm

 • Volume: 7 litres, compressed 5 litres  
•  Material: 100% polyester
 • Temperature EN 13537:  

 TKomfort: 7°C / TLimit: 2°C / TExtrem: -12°C  
 TKomfort: 44,6°F / TLimit: 35,6°F / TExtrem: 10,4°F

Model numbers: 
zipper left: 8436 

zipper right: 8437



Light Serie Cloud Blanket III
Quick change act:  
blanket and sleeping bag in one!   

Thanks to its rectangular form, this light-weight sleeping 
bag can also be used as a blanket. The highquality 
fluffy filling provides good insulation at low weight. Due 
to the rustle-free, highly breathable outer material and 
the skin-friendly inner lining, this sleeping bag for bike 
trips, hiking and camping is pleasant on the skin also in 
high summer.

Spacious and variable – the CLOUD BLANKET can 
be perfectly adapted and its cult motif gives it a rustic 
charm. The CLOUD BLANKET, which can be used as 
a sleeping bag when it is cold and as a light blanket 
when it is hot, not only is variable on the outside, but 
also its interior is a true all-rounder: due to its breatha-
ble AIR-fibre-3D, the CLOUD BLANKET can absorb an 
enormous amount of air, which has a cooling effect in 
hot temperatures and a warming effect in cool tempe-
ratures. Thanks to a second layer, the outer material 
does not need any coating so that the CLOUD BLAN-
KET is rustle-free. To avoid loss of temperature in cool 
nights, the high-quality YKK zipper is protected by a 
padded cover strip from inside. A retaining strap pre-
vents any pinching when opening or closing the zipper. 
In addition, the zipper can be opened at the bottom, 
which improves air circulation. Useful detail: the zipper 
tag is a compass. The extremely soft inner material of 
the CLOUD BLANKET guarantees a pleasant feeling on 
the skin. With an elastic adjustment system, the hood 

can be adjusted to the head very well. Like all Grüe-
zi+Bag sleeping bags, the CLOUD BLANKET can be 
attached to a second sleeping bag if desired.

Features: Two-way zipper with broad cover – adjustab-
le hood – pillow pocket – inside pocket for valuables

Range of use: The ideal companion for biking, trekking 
or camping in spring, summer and autumn. Whether in 
the tent, the Alpine lodge or in the camper.

Care instructions: The Cloud Decke Reh can easily be 
washed in the washing machine on the delicate cycle.

 • Outer material: highly breathable and  
 water-repellent soft polyester (100% polyester) 

 • Inner material: soft, highly breathable feel-silk  
 microfiber polyester (100% polyester)  

 • Filling: ARL AIR-fibre-3D approx. 400g  
 (100% polyester) 

 • Size: 225 x 80 cm (for body heights 160-191 cm)

 • Stuff sack: new Easy stuff sack

 • Weight: approx. 1.250g =      
 sleeping bag 1.150g + stuff sack 100g

 • Pack size: Ø 19 x 32 cm 
 compressed size: Ø 18 x 20cm

 • Volume: 9 litres, compressed volume: 5,5 litres
•  Material 100% polyester
 • Temperature EN 13537:  

 TKomfort: 7°C / TLimit: 2°C / TExtrem: -12°C  
 TKomfort: 44,6°F / TLimit: 35,6°F / TExtrem: 10,4°F

Model numbers: 
zipper left: 8477 

zipper right: 8478



Cloud Blanket Deluxe
Quick change act deluxe – for convenience 
campers: warm blanket and sleeping bag in one!   

Thanks to its rectangular form, this light-weight sleeping 
bag can also be used as a blanket. The highquality 
fluffy filling provides good insulation at low weight. 
Compared to the CLOUD BLANKET, the deluxe version 
contains almost twice as much fluffy filling, so that the 
CLOUD BLANKET DELUXE is even warmer and more 
comfortable. Due to the rustle-free, highly breathable 
outer material and the skin-friendly inner lining with cot-
ton, this camping and caravan sleeping bag is pleasant 
on the skin also in high summer. 

Spacious and variable – the CLOUD BLANKET DELU-
XE can be perfectly adapted and its cult motif gives it 
a rustic charm. The CLOUD BLANKET DELUXE, which 
can be used as a sleeping bag when it is cold and as 
a light blanket when it is hot, not only is variable on the 
outside, but also its interior is a true all-rounder: due 
to its breathable AIR-fibre-3D, the CLOUD BLANKET 
DELUXE can absorb an enormous amount of air, which 
has a cooling effect in hot temperatures and a warming 
effect in cool temperatures. Thanks to a second layer, 
the outer material does not need any coating so that 
the CLOUD BLANKET DELUXE is rustle-free. To avoid 
loss of temperature in cool nights, the high-quality YKK 
zipper is protected by a padded cover strip from inside. 
A retaining strap prevents any pinching when opening 
or closing the zipper. In addition, the zipper can be 
opened at the bottom, which improves air circulation. 
Useful detail: the zipper tag is a compass. The extre-
mely soft inner material of the CLOUD BLANKET DE-

LUXE guarantees a pleasant feeling on the skin. With an 
elastic adjustment system, the hood can be adjusted to 
the head very well. Like all Grüezi+Bag sleeping bags, the 
CLOUD BLANKET DELUXE can be attached to a second 
sleeping bag if desired and it has a comfort cut, for your 
sleep can only be restorative if you have enough room! 

Features: Two-way zipper with broad cover – adjustable 
hood – pillow pocket – inside pocket for valuables – can 
be converted into a blanket

Range of use: The ideal companion for biking, trekking or 
camping in spring, summer and autumn.

Care instructions: The Cloud Decke Deluxe can easily be 
washed in the washing machine on the delicate cycle.

 • Outer material: highly breathable and  
 water-repellent soft polyester (100% polyester) 

 • Inner material: soft, highly breathable polycotton  
 (10% cotton 90% polyester)  

 • Filling: ARL AIR-fibre-3D approx. 800g                         
 (100% polyester) 

 • Size: 225 x 80 cm (for body heights 160-191 cm)

 • Weight: approx. 1300g     
 = sleeping bag 1.200g + stuff sack 100g 

 • Pack size: Ø 19 x 33 cm 
 compressed size: Ø 18 x 20cm

 • Volume: 9,5 litres, compressed volume: 5,5 litres

 • Material: 100 % polyester,                                                       
 Inside 90% polyester/10% cotton 

 • Temperature EN 13537:  
 TKomfort: 4°C / TLimit: -1°C / TExtrem: -17°C       
 TKomfort: 39,2°F / TLimit: 30,2°F / TExtrem: 1,4°F

Model numbers: 
zipper left: 8450 

zipper right: 8451 (combinable)



Kids Grow Butterfly 
High-quality outdoor children’s sleeping bag which 
grows with your child and with ARL 3D-hollow fiber 
filling for usage in spring, summer an autumn. 

High-quality outdoor children’s sleeping bag which 
grows with your child and keeps your offspring nice 
and warm thanks to a warm 2-layer construction. Cosy 
fleece in the foot box and a velvet collar let the little 
rascals slumber sweetly. The rustle-free outer material 
guarantees undisturbed sleep. 

The top feature of the Kids Grow Butterfly is its adjus-
table foot box, which can easily be extended with a 
zipper if your offspring has had a growth spurt. So the 
Kids Grow Butterfly is the right sleeping bag for children 
of a height from 100 to 155 centimetres. 

The Kids Grow Butterfly is lightweight and has a small 
packing size. The sleeping bag is rustle-free and the 
soft inner material gives the Kids Grow Butterfly a high 
cuddle factor.

Features: Grows with your child from 100 cm up to 
155 cm body height– rustle-free materials - Two-way 
zipper with broad cover – Compass Zipper

Range of use: The ideal companion for summer, spring 
and autumn. Whether in the tent, the Alpine lodge or in 
the camper.

Care instruction: The Kids Grow Butterfly can easily 
be washed in the washing machine.

 • Outer material: Breathable, rustle-free, water- 

 repellent soft polyester (100% polyester) 

 • Inner material: Soft FeelSilk microfiber 
 (100% polyester)

 • Filling: Double layer AIR-Fiber-3D fibre  
 (100% polyester)

 • Fill weight: 560g 

 • Weight: 1.290g incl. stuff bag

 • Design: Micro fleece (100% polyester)

 • Size: 140-180 x 65 x 45 cm 

 • Body heights: 100-155 cm (adjustable)

 • Stuff bag: New Easy stuff bag (big stuff bag for  
 easy packing which can be reduced to a very small  
 size for transport)

 • Attachable to another sleeping bag

 • Easy washable

 • Pack size: 20 x 34 cm, compressed 20 x 21 cm

 • Pack volume: 11 litres, can be compr. to 7 litres

 • Material: 100% polyester

 • Temperature EN 13537: According to the EN 13537 
 standard, exact temperature ratings for children’s  
 sleeping bags are not valid

Model numbers: 
zipper left: 6815 

zipper right: 6816Grows with your child!



Kids Grow Monster
High-quality outdoor children’s sleeping bag which 
grows with your child and with ARL 3D-hollow fiber 
filling for usage in spring, summer an autumn. 

High-quality outdoor children’s sleeping bag which 
grows with your child and keeps your offspring nice 
and warm thanks to a warm 2-layer construction. Cosy 
fleece in the foot box and a velvet collar let the little 
rascals slumber sweetly. The rustle-free outer material 
guarantees undisturbed sleep. 

The top feature of the Kids Grow Monster is its adjus-
table foot box, which can easily be extended with a 
zipper if your offspring has had a growth spurt. So the 
Kids Grow Butterfly is the right sleeping bag for children 
of a height from 100 to 155 centimetres. 

The Kids Grow Monster is lightweight and has a small 
packing size. The sleeping bag is rustle-free and the 
soft inner material gives the Kids Grow Butterfly a high 
cuddle factor.

Features: Grows with your child from 100 cm up to 
155 cm body height– rustle-free materials - Two-way 
zipper with broad cover – Compass Zipper

Range of use: The ideal companion for summer, spring 
and autumn. Whether in the tent, the Alpine lodge or in 
the camper.

Care instruction: The Kids Grow Monster can easily 
be washed in the washing machine.

 • Outer material: Breathable, rustle-free, water- 
 repellent soft polyester (100% polyester) 

 • Inner material: Soft FeelSilk microfiber 
 (100% polyester)

 • Filling: Double layer AIR-Fiber-3D fibre  
 (100% polyester)

 • Fill weight: 560g 

 • Weight: 1.290g  incl. Stuff bag

 • Design: Micro fleece (100% polyester)

 • Size: 140 -180 x 65 x 45 cm 

 • Body heights: 100-155 cm (adjustable)

 • Stuff bag: New Easy stuff bag (big stuff bag for  
 easy packing which can be reduced to a very small  
 size for transport)

 • Attachable to another sleeping bag

 • Easy washable

 • Pack size: 20 x 34 cm, compressed 20 x 21 cm

 • Pack volume: 11 litres, can be                                               
 compressed to 7 litres 
•  Material: 100% polyester
 • Temperature EN 13537:     

    According to the EN 13537 standard, exact             
 temperature ratings for children’s sleeping bags are  
 not valid

Model numbers: 
zipper left: 6050  

zipper right: 6051Grows with your child!



Kids Grow Colorful
Growth-adjustable children’s series “fresh & fun”

High-quality outdoor children’s sleeping bag which 
grows with your child and keeps your offspring nice 
and warm. The rustle-free outer material guarantees 
undisturbed sleep. Clever! – Grüezi+Bag knows what 
your kids need!

Your kids will enjoy the design of the Kids Grow 
Colorful for a long time – a top guarantee for 
peaceful nights!

The top feature of the Kids Grow Colorful is its adjus-
table foot box, which can easily be extended with a 
zipper if your offspring has had a growth spurt. So the 
Kids Grow Colorful is the right sleeping bag for children 
of a height from 100 to 155 centimetres.

Moreover, the Kids Grow Colorful is made of a breatha-
ble AIR-Fiber-3D fibre which can absorb an enormous 
amount of air, providing an ideal sleeping climate. The 
soft inner material with cosy micro fleece in the foot box 
and a velvet collar on the adjustable hood give the Kids 
Grow Colorful a high cuddle factor. The high-quality zip-
per is protected by a padded cover strip, so that here, 
too, no warmth can escape and your children are kept 
really warm in their sleep. A retaining strap on the zip-
per makes it easy to open and close the sleeping bag 
without any risk of pinching – so the little ones can slip 
outside by themselves if they want. 

Funny detail for little discoverers: the zipper tag is 
a compass. The Kids Grow Colorful comes in a big 
Easy stuff bag, in which the sleeping bag can be easily 

packed, but can be compressed to a small pack size for 
transport. 

The Kids Grow Colorful is a clever alternative – it grows 
with your child, is cosy, soft and warm, the little cam-
pers will love going to bed! 

Features: Grows with your child from 100 cm up to 155 
cm body height– rustle-free materials - Two-way zipper 
with broad cover – Compass Zipper

Range of use: The ideal companion for summer. Whether 
in the tent, the Alpine lodge or in the camper.

Care instruction: The Kids Grow Colorful can easily  
be washed in the washing machine.

 • Outer material: Breathable, water-repellent soft  
 polyester (100% polyester)

 • Inner material: Soft feel-silk microfiber (100% polyester)

 • Filling: ARL Air-Fiber-3D hollow

 • Filling weight: 400g (100% polyester)

 • Weight: 1.000g incl. stuff bag

 • Body heights: 100 - 155 cm (adjustable)

 • Size: 140 -180 x 65 x 45 cm

 • Easy washable

 • Pack size: Ø  19 x 33 cm, compr. size  Ø  21 x 14 cm

 • Pack volume: 9,5 litres, compressed volume 3,5 litres 
•  Material: 100% polyester
 • Temperature EN 13537: According to the EN 13537 

 standard, exact temperature ratings for children’s  
 sleeping bags are not valid.

Model numbers: 
Rose: 6501  – Water: 6500

KIDS WASHBAG
Funny Monster & Butterfly

The ideal travel companion for
kids from 6 years. High-quality
toiletry bag in a cool design
with: 

• Multiple features
• Suspension hook
• Plastic mirror
• Size 20 x 20 x 6 cm
• Weight only 300 g

Model numbers: Washbag Kids Funny Monster 6046  Washbag Kids Butterfly 6045

Grows with your child!



Feater - The Feet Heater
Pimp your sleeping bag! 

Heatable waist-high additional bag for an extra portion of 
warmth.

This heatable waist-high additional bag, which fits in every 
sleeping bag, guarantees increased insulation. The built-in 
heating elements can supply additional warmth. They can be 
operated via a USB interface with a standard powerbank.

For the best sleeping climate the heating element is not war-
mer than 45°C/113°F.  

 • Outer- / inner material: Multi-sueded cosy and  
 soft micro fibre 

 • Filling: ARL-Fiber (100% polyester)

 • Size: 130 x 80 x 50 cm  
 (for body heights 160 – 200 cm)

 • Weight: approx. 700g

 • Material: 100% polyester, filling: 100% polyester

 • Stuff sack:  23 x 17 x 12 cm

•  Heating time: Powerbank with 5.000mAh: approx. 1,8 
    hour / 10.000mAh: approx. 3,6 hour. (should only be 
    heated around 30 minutes, then the sleeping bag stores 
    the heat)
•  Washable: with 30°C / 86°F
•  Outside Poket: with zipper for Powerbank

A powerbank is not included in this package  
and has to be ordered additionally
powered by 

Model number: 3045





Washbag Large Berry 
Model number: 0020 

Washbag Large Reh 
Model number: 0040 

WASHBAG 
LARGE
Size: 14 x 15 x 24 cm 
Weight: 265 g 

Features:

 • 2 small pockets

 • 2 big pockets

 • Mesh pocket large

 • Zipper compartment large

 • Mirror

 • Suspension hook

Washbag Large Alpen
Model number: 0010 

Washbag Large Logo
Model number: 0030  

WASHBAG 
SMALL
Size: 27 x 17 cm
Weight: 145 g

Features:

 • 3 big pockets

 • 1 pen pocket

 • Big mesh pocket

 • Mirror

 • Suspension hook

 • Metal clasp

Washbag Small Reh
Model number: 1040  

Washbag Small Berry 
Model number: 1020  

Washbag Small Alpen 
Model number: 1010 

Washbag Small Logo 
Model number: 1030  



FEATURES:

This trendy wash bag in the form of a back-
pack can also be used as a neck bag or as a 
daypack. 

A functional all-rounder: the KULTURSACKERL 
can be suspended on the hook next to the 
washbasin and used as a wash bag – but 
if there is not enough room, it can be hung 
round the neck on the strap and used as a 
neck bag so that  even with little space all 
utensils are ready to hand. During the day, 
you can even use the KULTURSACKERL as a 
small backpack. 

Big and small body care products can be 
safely stored away in the big main compart-
ment and the small pockets of the KULTUR-
SACKERL; in addition there is a detachable 
mirror in the lid. A true all-rounder! 

 • Size: 23 cm x 12 cm x 23 cm

 • Weight: 255 g

 • Material: 100 % Polyester

 • Mirror in the lid 

 • Suspension hook

 • 3 large compartments, 2 with a zipper and  
 1 small compartment

 • Can be used as a backpack or as  
 a neck bag.

 • Colors:  green  0050 
    blue  0051 
    orange  0052

THE TOILETRY BAG IN THE FORM
OF A BACKPACK

KULTURSACKERLFLATBAG

black 1003

orange 1002

FLATBAG – the innovative bag!
No more annoying rearranging if again the full wash bag is the last thing you 
have thought of when packing! Thanks to its convenient format – it has the size 
of a folded sweater –, the Flatbag extra flat wash bag will fit in every suitcase 
even at the last minute!

brown 1001

Size: 23 x 20 x 7 cm
Weight: 119 g

Features:

 • 3 internal pockets

 • A netbag

 • A mirror

 • A hanging hook

 • A rope (to keep the bag in good  
 position when it‘s hanged)
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